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RETHINK – REOPEN – REBOUND 

 

The following is provided from VisitJoplin as a series of questions for you to work through 
to RETHINK how to REOPEN to produce a successful REBOUND of your business/organization for 
yourself, your employees and for our tourism industry. What follows are not the answers, but 
questions that will require a good deal of thought and willingness to change. The process will be 
ever evolving over the next many months, and no one solution will fit every situation. You need 
to develop your own REOPENING PLAN. 

EVALUATE THROUGH M.T.R. 

As you Rethink your business model to Reopen and move towards a successful Rebound, 
a simple examination of your progress can be made through weighing the elements of 
Manpower, Time, and Resources against each other, especially as you implement a new course 
of action towards the Next Normal. 

Manpower: 

Your employees. How many do you need to open? At what interval you will need them? 
Will any type of training be necessary? What can you sustain? Going back to full staff versus 
following a graduated plan to increase as business increases? 

Time: 

Your hours of operation will be key to reopening. In the first six months, everything from 
prep time to actual hours the doors are open must be considered. Weekends or not? Which hours 
best fit with the new habits of your core customers – they too are facing the Next Normal. What 
buyer habits have changed? What about external suppliers and their ability to delivery on your 
needs? Suppliers are adjusting to their own M.T.R. with both product and personnel. Can you get 
the products/services you need, when you need them? 

Resources: 

These are both goods and services your business needs, plus human capital – employee 
balance and customers. Resources are the internal and external commodities you cannot do 
without. 

It is important to weigh the elements of Manpower, Time, and Resources against each 
other, especially as you implement a new course of action towards the Next Normal. Remember, 
within the M.T.R. model if one factor is changed, then the impact of that change WILL impact the 
other two elements. Weighing them against each other will allow you to question specific actions 
to hopefully avoid unnecessary pitfalls and build a strong Reopening Plan. A sustainable 
Reopening is about balancing the M.T.R. elements. 

 

RETHINK, REOPEN, REBOUND CONSIDERATIONS: 
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When: 

The date to reopen will initially be driven by the Federal, State and Local government 
officials lifting Stay-at-Home Orders and Travel Restrictions. This could be a stair-set approach, 
or it may be an all at once. This would be a green light for business, but it does not mean you 
have to GO! Tourism Economist are forecasting short starts once the doors are opened again, but 
keep in mind, they could be just as easily closed again. 

From a recent TripAdvisor survey, most respondents said two items were indicators 
to trigger their start of the Next Normal. 1) the lifting of government restrictions and 
2) their own returning to work. These are followed by their own personal health and 
the level at which their community is healing. 

Regardless the mandate, you, and you alone will have to determine what timeframe 
works best for you and your business. You will also want to consider what will be strongly 
supported by your customers? What makes sense and when? 

Hours of Operation: 

From the start, do you need to return to the hours you were keeping when you closed? 
Consider the hours your customers will be keeping themselves to get their lives back into a 
routine. Work will come first; social and free time will become secondary. Do you ease yourself 
back in? The old normal may not be there. Anticipate peaks and unexpected lows; your hours of 
operation prior to COVID-19 will not be the same in the Next Normal, at least not in the first few 
months. 

Employees: 

Keep lines of communication open with your employees, even if they have been laid-off 

or furloughed. Don’t talk about business, simply check to see how they are. Do they know 

about assistance resources? How are they weathering this time? Keeping in communication will 

help foster the feeling of being a team. This will help ease them back onto the team once they 

return to work. 

When they do return, understand the work environment most likely has changed. True, 
they have missed their work family and hopefully you have missed them, but times are not the 
same as they were when you last worked together. Even for those employees who have 
continued working in modified conditions, bringing everyone back together again will need to 
come to that Next Normal. As with your Hours of Operation, your workforce may need to be 
eased back into full staffing. Staff smartly for the Next Normal and do not fear adjusting. Keep 
their expectations at a manageable level. Get customer focused (see Customers/Clients below). 

Before that opening day, consider an EMPLOYEE-ONLY NIGHT. Bring them back to restore 

their personal feeling about their workplace, feeling once again the image or culture your 
business represents. Restaurants: hold an employee dinner to reacquaint your employees to the 
food & drink menu. Hotels: have an employee sleep over to put guest relations back into the 
mindset. This is not an opening for customers but rather an event to rekindle the spirit of your 
employee family. 
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Leadership -- How you manage/coach your employees in your Reopening may need 
some adjusting and time as well. In his recent Podcast (4/16/20), Tom Ziglar discusses 
that the leadership trend over the past decades has been to move from an 
authoritarian style of management to a more coaching environment. But he cautions 
us that this may not have been what has happened in our recent efforts to stay 
connected with our employees. 

Tom mentions that in the (pre-COVID-19) work situations we held “meetings face to 
face, coffee breaks, hallway gossip sessions, everyone got to see everybody’s facial 
expressions, body language, senses of humor. For traditional management it worked. 
There was a relationship. I knew more about you.” But while in this work-from-home, 
stay-at-home period, “Tradition managers have been managing their people through 
Zoom and phone calls, so here’s what’s happening; what people in the workplace need 
is to feel they’re appreciated, they’re respected, they are needed and loved, and they 
are part of a team and part of a community. So, an authoritarian meeting over Zoom 
has been all about business, and the context of relationship has been stripped out.” 

Remember your employees’ water-cooler conversations have not taken place in 
weeks and they are needed. Reestablish goals, both yours and theirs. Redefine 
mission statements and expectations. Understand employees could be coming back 
with a new set of concerns, fears and doubt about dealing with the public. Plan time 
to get reacquainted with your employees, evaluate conditions frequently and restore 
the coaching and conversations; but find a new norm with social distancing, the 
water-cooler may be too close. 

Customers/Clients: 

Your tried and true customers will hopefully be faithful and return, however their 
expendable income may not return for a time. They are not avoiding you, instead they are having 
to make financial adjustments in their own lives. With lifestyles changes, those long-standing 
consumers of your product/service may become more choosey. Priorities for all of us have 
changed. Keep your connection with them frequent, keep your social platforms up to date and 
welcoming, extend good messaging, not hardcore selling. Just like you did before the virus, be 
inviting. Have specials and stay in tune with changing desires, needs and wants. Listen to what 
your customers are asking for. 

From the TripAdvisor survey mentioned before when asked, “What will you do 
first when the band is lifted?” Respondents put getting back to their favorite 
restaurant/bar; THEIR social gathering place scored ahead of attending a major 
sporting event. 

Loyalty and connection with your customers will stay foremost in relationships as they 
were in the old normal and will become greater in the Next Normal. Your social platforms, with 
relevant content are vital now while closed as they will be in announcing your reopening. 
Connection will be needed to reach the rebound. Stay in contact with your customers! 
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Capacity: 

Anticipating a full house in the beginning may prove costly. Plan for the long-term and not 
short-term fixes. Bring your loyal customers back while being open to attracting new, best 
customers. New health and social distancing standards will continue to impact your capacity in 
the early months and will be demanded by your customers as we return to the next flu season. 

Crowded, near-building-code allowances, will no longer be the acceptable norm. Recall 
how people flocked to those businesses that removed smoking, so too will customers gather 
where they feel comfortable. The days of “packing them in” will not be a part of the Next Normal; 
at least until the public confidence changes. Remember capacity is tied to bottom line. This will 
have to be adjusted with lower expectations than before. 

Supply Demand: 

When supply and demand are at a continuum prices can be easily managed. Your 
customers will be more cautious with their dollars than before. So, their demand in a restart will 
drive an acceptable price which will have to be balanced with supply cost. Anticipate delays from 
suppliers until manufacturing and delivery systems are in sync again. Much of this will be out of 
your control. 

Favorites: 

What were your old standard or customer favorites may not be the same going forward? 
This is not a time for dramatic change, however, change in your customers taste may dictate you 
to change. Be optimistic but do not take drastic measures. Relax and let time teach you what the 
Next Normal will become. Talk and listen to your customers. Observe their new habits and 
desires. 

Cleaning: 

There will no getting away from cleaning and social distancing. Nothing we experienced 
is going away until the medical side fully gets COVID-19 under control. Stay on top of having the 
cleanest facility you can and assure your employees actively put health standards first. Being the 
center of an outbreak will have a serious, negative impact on your rebound. Like a new decor, 
clean and heathy are the new chic. 

Partnerships: 

Working with similar businesses/organizations where you can complement each other or 
join efforts with similar operations to promote special events of discounted opportunities. You 
are a tourism asset, and tourism is right at the frontline of our community’s recovery. 
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Marketing/Communication: 

If open for business does your website and social platforms reflect your current hours and 
offerings? Does it reflect that you are temporarily closed and/or working remotely? Does your 
Google My Business, as well as all the social apps; TripAdvisor, Yelp, etc. reflect the current status 
of your business? Note to change these again once you Reopen. 

Are you utilizing and posting on your social platforms? Continue communication with your 
customers/audience even if you are closed. This is not the time to go dark. A Rebound from going 
dark is incredibly difficult on Facebook and Instagram. Are you utilizing a variety of digital 
platforms to communicate with your customers/audience? Then ensure your messaging is 
reflected the same across each; unless your audiences vary per platform. 

Are the photos in your active inventory captivating? Avoid stock photos and generic 
images. Stand out by promoting the unique specialties you offer. 

Will you keep the “temporary” practices you have developed during the stay-at-home, 
such as curb side, delivery, and/or take-out services? If they were profitable, consider how they 
will become part of your Next Normal. 

Will your branding and imagery continue to be relevant after COVID-19? Is your 
messaging and tagline relevant? Are they sensitive to the times and new public sentiment? Are 
the images still relevant? Is your marketing sensitive to these new times we are in? 

Recovery Will Happen: 

It had to have been hard to close or scale back what you do so well. The challenges have 
been great for many. Tourism Economics estimate the impact COVID-19 has had on the travel 
and hospitality industry to be greater than impact felt from 9-11 and the great financial crisis of 
2008. They predict that this recovery will follow a similar 18-months track like the other two, with 
the biggest difference being that the delivery system and infrastructure for recovery are still in 
place. Services were disrupted not devastated. Plus, the outcomes could come sooner due to the 
financial support from the federal government. 

Stay Prepared: 

Through all of this never, never lose sight that this could happen again. There is the 
potential that a new, even greater wave of the virus could return. Think through what you could 
have done better. If you closed, could you the next time reposition your model to stay partly 
open? What about your digital presence? Could you have done more online sales or made better 
digital connections with your customers? As we build to recover, we must put these new lessons 
learned into play to be prepared for future biz challenges. 

Continue to stay safe and health, and always stay optimistic. We are here to help, let us know 
where you need us. 

--Patrick Tuttle 
    VisitJoplin 


